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In recent years, social robots have become part of a variety of human activities, especially in applications involving

children, e.g., entertainment, education, companionship. The interest of this work lies in the interaction of social robots

with children in the field of special education. 
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1. Introduction

There is no doubt that in recent years we have witnessed the Fourth Industrial Revolution, the so-called Industry 4.0  in

Europe and Society 5.0  in Japan. Among the main features of this technological advancement is the use of artificial

intelligence algorithms in processing the available large volume of data and making decisions from it. The role of robotic

systems appears to be enhanced in the field of executing specific actions based on the derived decisions.

In this context, there is a growing trend in the application of robots outside of industrial workplaces, in people’s daily lives,

through the development of the so-called cyber-physical systems. As a direct consequence of this high integration of

robots into society, the term social robots has been adopted  to include the new generation of robotic systems that

interact with humans in daily activities such as entertainment , healthcare , and education. An outstanding work

about the social acceptance of robots in different application fields is presented systematically in .

The field of application of social robots in the education of children is of paramount interest for the following important

reasons: (1) the education of the young people in each country is a critical factor for maintaining and promoting the culture

and traditions of each nation and (2) the provision of specialized education services to children with various impairments

contributes to their integration into the society with equal opportunities and rights by fighting the social exclusions.

Additionally, in the particular conditions that humanity is experiencing, such as the current pandemic of COVID-19, the

need for distance education of special categories of children can be met to a satisfactory degree with the use of social

robots .

In recent years, several approaches have been proposed for the use of social robots in the education of adults, with the

robot participating in the educational process with multiple roles, as a presenter, teaching assistant, teacher, peer, or tutor

. Recent studies have highlighted the great acceptance of social robots by children and their parents . Children

are very willing to interact with social robots for the following reasons: (1) children treat robots not just as simple machines

but as cute toys; (2) robots gain children’s attention because of their childlike appearance, while they have many

interactive abilities (movements, sounds, colored lights, etc.); (3) social robots have the patience to teach children through

many repetitions without getting tired; and (4) social robots are emotionally and behaviorally stable during their interaction

with children.

The aforementioned advantages of using social robots in the educational process are much more valuable when the

children interacting with the robots have some impairment. In these cases, the educational process is adapted to the

special requirements of the children, with social robots being the center of attention for children. For example, in the case

of children with autism, a critical factor in the effectiveness of an educational process is the children’s engagement in the

lesson, as they present several difficulties in concentrating their attention. In this regard, several attempts to study the

degree of children’s engagement during the lesson, as well as to develop ways to attract children’s attention in social

robots, have been presented . To this end, several multimodal behavioral analysis methods have been proposed 

. Summarizing, the study of the methodologies applying social robots in special education is of particular interest, as it

includes several scientific and technological challenges for various scientific disciplines, e.g., child psychology,

developmental psychology, cognitive science, neuroscience, computer science.
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2. Robots—Taxonomy

An in-depth study of the published research efforts to integrate social robots into special education has highlighted the

wide variety of social robots that have been developed and tested in a highly diverse set of experiments with children with

various impairments. The need for the most useful social robots has led the market to design and produce a wide range of

social robots with varying features (table 1 and table 2). Among other things, this has highlighted the need for a

customized methodology for developing  and selecting  social robots for specific applications.

In this section, an attempt is made to record the various types of social robots that have been applied in special education,

with the ultimate goal of concluding the suitability of each type of robot for each category of impairments.

2.1. NAO Robot

A significant number (46%, N = 47) of studies used the NAO robot and it seems that in almost all the cases, NAO was

used to help children with ASD. In other examples, it was also used to help children with multiple disabilities (from which

most cases were with at least one of the disabilities being ASD), intellectual disabilities, Down syndrome, cerebral palsy,

oncological disorders, physical disabilities and hearing impairments. In most cases, a humanoid robot is required as

during the interaction between the robot and the child, the child had to imitate the robot’s movements to improve its joint

attention skills, mobility, or carry out other kinds of body exercises. This makes the choice of NAO robot more suitable as

the movements can be programmed easily, with the help of its desktop program and its degrees of freedom to move. In

addition to movement exercises, it was also used in cases of learning sessions and social interactions, where the children

interacted by talking to each other.

2.2. Kaspar Robot

Kaspar, the second most popular social root (6%, N = 6), was used in studies that focused on children with ASD, Down

syndrome and multiple disabilities (from which one was also ASD). Kaspar’s humanoid body and features seem to help

more children with ASD. In some of the studies, Kaspar was used with the intention of exploring and measuring its

potentials in the improvement of children’s general behavior by playing games and participating in play scenarios.

2.3. Lego Mindstorms

Different kinds of robots can be built with the Lego Mindstorms (the third most popular social root, used in five studies

(4.85%) used this kind of robot) set. In most cases, the particular set was used to build robots that were applied to studies

with children with diverse disabilities, such as ASD, multiple disabilities, cerebral palsy, Down syndrome, developmental

disorder and other movement disabilities. Due to its design, the robot can be either a non-humanoid (a vehicle) or a

humanoid robot. The interactions of the studies that this robot was used in vary. In some studies, the robot was used in

training, learning, or working sessions, workshops and play sessions. This indicates that the robot, or the building set in

general, can be used to build a robot for different kinds of interactions. In addition to that, a study conducted workshops

with the particular set, in which the children had to build a robot using the set. As a result, children with movement

impairments were also able to improve their mobility by building a robot with the help of other teachers participating.

In all cases, the robot was the main interaction of the child, with the exception of one, in which it was supporting the

learning of the child; in other cases, the child was not alone during the interaction, with the researcher being present, or in

one case, where the child was accommodated with their mother.

2.4. iRobiQ Robot

The iRobiQ robot was used in studies including children with ASD (or in one case, PDD-NOS). It seems that the design of

the robot is mostly targeted to children with ASD impairment and the robot itself to be used in the context of interactions

that aim to improve the communication and syntactic skills, or other skills that are closely related to those. In most cases,

the robot was used as a tool to assist the teachers during the interaction between them and the children, by providing

instructions or other assistive cues to the children. Additionally, it was used  to teach attention, communication and

social skills to children with ASD by playing a card game and providing assistance and feedback during the game. It is a

non-humanoid robot with a display that was used to play the card game, through which it provided the feedback in

combination with its head.
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2.5. Iromec Robot

Iromec robot was mostly used in studies where the children had multiple disabilities, Down syndrome or ASD. Iromec is a

non-humanoid robot with a visual interface that can show the robot’s expressions and a body interface with the main

purpose of driving the interaction and stimulating specific actions. For these reasons, it was mainly used in the context of

interactions where the children played with the robot or participated in play scenarios/sessions.

The children that participated in these studies and interacted with the Iromec robot were younger than 11 years old. This

means that this particular robot, combined with interactions that focus on games or play scenarios, is more applicable to

this age.

2.6. Alice Robot

Alice is a humanoid robot that looks like a young girl (Table 3). Alice was used in three studies  (2.94% of the

examined publications) with children with ASD, during which it played a game with the children to improve their imitation

and joint attention skills. During the interactions, the particular robot was controlled and teleoperated using a Microsoft

Kinect and with Haptic PhantomOmni.

2.7. Probo Robot

Probo is a humanoid robot with a safe and huggable design. This robot was used only in studies  with children

with ASD. Its appearance is that of a stuffed imaginary animal providing soft touch and acting as a social interface by

employing social cues and communication modalities. In one case, it was used to improve the social skills of the children

by participating with each child in a social story.

2.8. KiliRo Robot

KiliRo is a parrot robot, which was used only in studies  with children with ASD. In those studies, KiliRo was used to

lower the stress levels of the children or to improve the interaction of the teacher with the child by essentially making the

child more relaxed or by assisting them. This indicates that this kind of robot (zoomorphic), or at least the particular one,

can be used as a relaxing tool for children. The usual interaction is a learning activity that aimed to improve the children’s

learning abilities, as an assistance tool or as the main interaction media.

2.9. Zeno Robot

Zeno is a humanoid robot that resembles a small boy. This robot was used in two studies  as a social mediator and

as an assistant in game scenarios with children with ASD. The main target of using this robot was to improve the eye

contact, joint attention, symbolic play, and basic emotion recognition of the children.

2.10. Miscellaneous Robots

Aibo robot, which is a dog robot, was used in an explorative study  for children with ASD that aimed to check if the

specific robot engaged the children more into the activities. The interactions were interactive sessions with the robot,

during which the children played or interacted with the robot while the experimenter was watching them or asking some

questions.

Rero is a humanoid social robot  used to establish a child–robot interaction based on five interaction modules designed

for children with ASD. This robot is reconfigurable and can be programmed to execute various interaction scenarios. Its

mobility along with the attractive appearance make this robot suitable to increase the engagement of the children during

the interventions.

Cozmo is a very cute non-humanoid robot that has the form of a small truck (table 1). It is mainly used for children’s

companion and entertainment since it can be programmed to dance, sneeze, or play several games. In the study ,

adults with multiple impairments interacted with Cozmo while playing games, with the robot analyzing the behavior of the

participants.

Paro is a non-humanoid (pet-like) social robot with the appearance of a baby seal. This social robot was used as a

therapeutic tool in  for children with multiple impairments, by improving the children’s cognitive skills through

game/play sessions or free interactions.
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MiRo is also a non-humanoid (pet-like) social robot, which has the form of a small dog. It is autonomous and is

characterized by a brain-like control system. In , MiRo interacted with children with ASD, which helped them to reduce

their anxiety and increased their compliance with game instructions.

CommU is a humanoid robot capable of initiating and maintaining conversations with ASD-impaired children . It can

move its head, eyes and body to reproduce human-like expressions during the conversation.

Astro was used in one study  with children with ASD for therapeutic purposes and was part of larger system

architecture. Astro is a non-humanoid robot that was controlled by one researcher whilst another controlled its social

behavior (speech and facial expressions) during the therapeutic sessions with the children. Moreover, a restricted-

perception WoZ methodology was also applied. According to the researchers, this robot was used because it can socially

interact with the children and is fully autonomous during therapy sessions.

The QTrobot was used in  that included children with ASD. This robot is a child-sized humanoid robot, with an

expressive social appearance and a screen that allows the presentation of animated faces. QTrobot was used in the study

as an interview partner to the child, during which it told a story, then asked some questions and lastly played an imitation

game.

InMoov is a humanoid social robot designed  for interacting with ASD-impaired children. This is the first open-source

3D printed social robot , which anyone can print at home, subject to 3D printer availability. The main advantage of this

robot is it is modular and adaptive nature, which permits it to be modified according to the needs of the study.

Ifbot is a non-humanoid robot able to communicate with humans verbally and non-verbally, with facial expression

emotions. It is equipped with the appropriate hardware to execute computer vision algorithms such as object recognition,

tracking, etc. In , Ifbot was used to promote collaborative learning between children with ADHD.

Keepon is a non-humanoid robot that was used  as a tool to give feedback to children with ASD during their learning

tasks with the teachers. An operator gave the feedback of the robot manually.

FACE is an android that includes the FACET, which is a complete therapy infrastructure based on the integration of the

HIPOP (Human Interaction Pervasive Observation Platform). This humanoid robot, which has the appearance of a female

human, interacted with children with ASD in order to improve their social capabilities through psychologist-driven

interactions. During the interactions, the robot was performing expressions with its face and then the children had to label

and imitate them, and at a later stage, the children were free to play and observe the robot .

Kinetron is a humanoid robot that was used in a study with children with cerebral palsy . In this study, the robot was

used in the context of games that aimed to rehabilitate the children’s neurophysiology. KineTron was chosen because of

its ability to perform precise movements with specified speed and force, providing feedback about position and tension

and the ability to arrange complex movement patterns with the use of its special software RoboPlus.

Pleo is a socially expressive dinosaur robot that was designed to express emotions and attentions using body movement

and vocalizations that are easily recognizable. It was used  to elicit social interaction and host of social perception

reasoning to children with ASD, during a triadic interaction with the child and a teacher.

Queball is a robotic ball that is designed with the following feature categories: play, rough-and-tumble play, cognitive

potential enhanced by movement and physical well-being. For these reasons, the robot was used in the study  as a

therapeutic tool for children with ASD by engaging them in social interaction and physical, fun, learning and

communication play.

Although Robovie R3 was used  in a part of the study, its humanoid characteristics made the children with hearing

impairments better understand the signs it was showing, in comparison to the NAO robot that showed the same, during

the sign language game they played. This was due to its 29 degrees of freedom and five independent fingers in its hands,

combined with its expressive face.

SPELTRA (Speech and Language Therapy Robotic Assistant) was used  in speech exercises with children with

multiple impairments. SPELTRA is a robotic system focused on providing support in speech therapy, with the main

function of interacting with children through educational exercises and relational activities. It can also indirectly assist

during the therapists in tasks.
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Teo, a non-humanoid robot, was used  mainly to investigate its potential with children with ASD, Down syndrome,

intellectual disabilities, Prader–Willi syndrome, psychosis and multiple disabilities. The children were left to play freely with

the robot while the therapist was present.

Troy is a humanoid robot with only the upper torso, and has the size of an average four-year-old child. Troy was used 

to examine the effects of its intervention on the challenging or tantrum behaviors of children with ASD, by letting it

communicate with them.

In the following Table 1 and Table 2, the appearance of some popular social robots along with their main characteristics

are presented, respectively.

Table 1. Appearance of some of the most popular social robots used in special education。

NAO Kaspar Lego-Mindstorms-ev3 iRobiQ

Iromec Alice Probo KiliRo

Zeno Aibo Rero Cozmo

Paro MiRo CommU QTrobot

InMoov Ifbot Charlie Keepon
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Table 2. Main characteristics of the commonly used social robots.

Robot Name Robot
Type Ref. Impairments Robot Role Interaction

NAO Humanoid

ASD, multiple
impairments, cerebral

palsy, hearing
impairments,

oncological disorders

Proactive companion,
assistive intervention
tool, social mediator,
therapeutic assistant

Imitation, therapeutic
games, free play

sessions, teaching joint
attention, learning

sessions

Kaspar Humanoid
ASD, multiple

impairments, Down
syndrome

Game partner

Unconstrained
interaction, tactile

interaction through tactile
play scenarios, games

Lego
Mindstorms

Non-
Humanoid
Humanoid

Multiple impairments,
cerebral palsy Main interaction

Working sessions,
workshops (program

robot to solve problems),
games

iRobiQ Humanoid ASD, multiple
impairments Main interaction Story intervention, social

interaction

Iromec Non-
Humanoid

ASD, multiple
impairments, Down

syndrome

Companion and
teacher assistant

Play scenarios, triadic
interaction, imitation

Alice Humanoid ASD Game partner Game, triadic interaction

Probo Humanoid
(pet-like) ASD Main interaction Storytelling, game

KiliRo
Non-

Humanoid
(pet-like)

ASD

Lower stress levels of
the children, improve
the interaction of the

teacher

Pronouncing letters and
dancing, free interaction,

learning activities

Zeno Humanoid ASD Social mediator,
assistant

recognize emotions in a
game scenario, stimulus-

reinforcement

Aibo
Non-

Humanoid
(pet-like)

ASD Main interaction Interactive and therapy
sessions

Rero Humanoid ASD Main interaction Interaction modules

Cozmo Non-
Humanoid Multiple impairments Main interaction Games

Paro
Non-

Humanoid
(pet-like)

Multiple impairments Main interaction Free interaction

MiRo
Non-

Humanoid
(pet-like)

ASD Main interaction Mixed play activities

CommU Humanoid ASD Main interaction Conversations

Astro Non-
Humanoid ASD Main interaction Therapy sessions

QTrobot Humanoid ASD Interview partner
Storytelling, ask

questions, imitation
games

InMoov Humanoid ASD Teacher assistant Sign language learning

Ifbot Non-
Humanoid ADHD Collaborative learning Wizard of Oz, main

interaction
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Robot Name Robot
Type Ref. Impairments Robot Role Interaction

Keepon
Non-

humanoid
(pet-like)

ASD Gives feedback to the
children

Learning/reversal learning
task

FACE Humanoid
(Android) ASD Treatment assistive

tool Imitation games

Kinetron Humanoid Cerebral palsy

Rehabilitation, precise
movements with

specified speed and
force.

Games

Pleo
Non-

humanoid
(pet-like)

ASD

Elicit social interaction
and host of social

perception reasoning
to children

Triadic interaction with
the child and a teacher

Queball Non-
humanoid ASD Therapeutic tool Social interaction, play

Robovie R3 Humanoid Hearing impairments Teacher assistant Sign language learning

SPELTRA Non-
humanoid Multiple impairments Main interaction Speech exercises

Teo Non-
humanoid

Multiple impairments,
Down syndrome Main interaction Free play

Troy Humanoid ASD Treatment assistive
tool Social communication

 Table 3. Main reported outcomes and challenges of some of the examined studies. 

Reference Impairment Outcomes Challenges

[25] ASD

Sessions positively affected their walking,
speaking and handwriting; autism severity and

parental stress decreased, social skills
increased and stereotyped behaviors

improved.

A small number of participants and no control
group, children were not mature enough,

potential effects of other classes,
heterogeneous autism severity on children,

unpredicted behaviors during sessions,
engineering and technical issues, the small

number of sessions.

[34] ASD

The use of the NAO robot showed significant
improvement in several aspects of learning

behaviors, confirming the confidence level for
the techniques used.

Not reported.

[35] ASD Reduction in anxiety and increase in
compliance with instructions. Not reported.

[36] ASD

Distrust task: the independent-sample Welch t-
test showed a significant difference in overall
distrust performance between the ASD (M =

7.70, SD = 2.62) and TD groups (M = 9.35, SD =
0.67. TD children were more likely than children

with ASD to distrust the robot who offered
incorrect information.

Deception task: the overall performance
analysis of the deception task also found a

significant difference in the overall deception
performance between the ASD (M = 6.70, SD =

3.64) and TD (M = 9.55, SD = 1.19) groups,
indicating that TD children were more likely to

deceive the robot than children with ASD.

Did not use a within-subject design to
compare the same participants with human

and robot conditions.
Although there is no significant difference in
the mean ages between the two ASD groups,
the age difference of six months could still

represent different neurodevelopmental
patterns in children, which could affect their

interactions with robots and humans.
The anthropomorphic thinking for the human
condition was not investigated; thus, it is not
clear whether the interaction progress would
affect children’s anthropomorphic thinking

answers.
To study the regional difference of the

performance of this study, and to replicate
these findings in more cities and counties.
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Reference Impairment Outcomes Challenges

[37] Multiple
disabilities

The results obtained show that children can
adapt quickly to the robot, and in the case of
phonemic area, an immediate improvement.

Helped to address the educational, cognitive,
physical and social needs of the children,

engaging youth with disabilities in a robotics
program.

Three main improvements were identified for
this study, based on its challenges: (1) to
scale the research and to repeat it in more
sites, (2) to increase the number of female
children and (3) to generalize the designed

experiments to children with other disabilities,
since the authors realized that STEM learning
for children with various disabilities may have

different meanings and is an area worthy of
further exploration.

[39] Multiple
disabilities

Children were engaged in the activity from the
very beginning of the session.

The appearance and behaviors did not evoke
an agent with its inner state and intentionality.

Issues are mainly related to the functional
aspect of the visual interface, design of the

physical appearance of the robot and its
faces.

[40] Multiple
disabilities

Helped to address the educational, cognitive,
physical and social needs of the children.

The research was conducted at only one site.
The girls were under-represented in the

program.

[41] Multiple
disabilities

“No response” count decreases and flattens
out with improvement. The “correct response”
count consistently increases. These counts are
consistent with the increase of total directives

over time. The results for subject 3 are
inconclusive. Another subject made

considerable progress according to the SLP
and SPED teacher.

Not reported.

[42] Multiple
disabilities

The Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed that for
the group as a whole, ratings were significantly

higher when working with the robot.

There was a small amount of bias that may
have influenced the teachers’ ratings. There
were more people present in the classroom
than when working with the robot and there

was also the researcher and a camera.

[43] Multiple
disabilities

No positive changes for the Sensory
developmental area were recorded. The motor
developmental area was the only one that did

not report any negative changes.

To extend this preliminary study.

[44] Multiple
disabilities

Some children had the highest increase on the
variable “communication with Teo”, while

others had a high decrease. For four children,
there was an increase in some variables, while
there was a strong decrease in two children.

The variable “manipulation of Teo” had a
decrease for all children except for two of

them. Additionally, the variables
“externalization of needs”, “positive emotions”

and “negative emotions” showed a positive
trend in the second session in both groups of

children.

Causality relationships are hard to measure.

[45] Multiple
disabilities

Improvements in distinguishing the cards and
overall behavior. Not reported.

[46] Multiple
disabilities

The mean score of IPPA before the sessions
was 11.8, and the mean score after the

sessions was 8.8.
Not reported.

[47] Multiple
disabilities

Analysis of the data from the pre- and post-test
questionnaires; all items were compared with

each other in order to evaluate possible
improvements in the developmental target

areas.

The ability to speak and understand the
language was vital for the children. Study data

are preliminary.

[48] Multiple
disabilities

The three students became more confident and
willing to engage in conversation after

interacting with the robot over a period of time.
Not reported.

[49] Multiple
disabilities

They confirmed the lasting positive change by
gross observation.

One boy did not like the big eyes or the slight
drive noise.



Reference Impairment Outcomes Challenges

[50] Multiple
disabilities

All groups in this experiment improved their
knowledge and skills between the pre-test and

the post-test. The interaction with the robot
was more efficient in improving functional
knowledge and skills. Students’ IQ levels

showed an improvement.

Not reported.

[51] Multiple
disabilities

Children successful at the end of the therapy.
Two children with profound ID did not benefit

from robot-assisted therapy. All children
increased the time spent imitating the robot.

The results of this study only indicate the
underlying potential of research in this field.

[56] Cerebral
palsy

All children liked the sessions with the
Rehabilitation Robot. The children wanted him

to be present during their other sessions.
Not reported.

[57] Cerebral
palsy

The robot misinterprets children with the
speech impediment. Not reported.

[59] Cerebral
palsy

Scoring based on Rasch analysis. During
intervention, all children had an increase in
self-control, specifically the items decides,

modifies, initiates and transitions.

The Lego Invention robot is not 100%
accurate in its movements.

[60] ADHD

Learning time (min:sec): without robot: 15:28,
12:49;

with robot: 18:05, 13:45.
Running time: without robot: 6 and 5 times;

with robot: 7 and 9 times.

Not reported.

[62] Hearing
impairments

The children of beginner’s level preferred to
play with NAO first. Their average error rates
are smaller in the games played with R3 than
NAO in the first games, and total error in both

games.

The robots, due to their hands, did not
correctly sign one of the words.

[64] Down
syndrome

Participants had a higher percentage of
engagement with the Lego Mindstorm than

with the NAO. In the fourth participant, there
was no difference in percentage engagement

between the two robots. In terms of percentage
errors, there was no difference between the

two robots in all four participants.

The learning objectives were limited to those
that could be carried out with both robots.

[65] Down
syndrome

The child was more interactive with the
experimenter and the robot during the

sessions with the Kaspar robot.
Not reported.

[68] Oncological
disorders

The motivation was assessed using three
measures based on the Fun Toolkit. Not reported.

 3. Discussion

In the previous sections, the research attempts for the integration of social robots in the special education of children in

the period 2008 to 2020 were recorded and presented in detail. The purpose of this analysis is to investigate the answers

to the four questions that were initially posed as the main objectives of this systematic review.

In particular, the statistical analysis of papers published both chronologically and geographically indicates a growing

research interest of the scientific community to apply social robots in the education of children and adults with

impairments. Figure 1 shows Europe leading the effort to integrate social robots into special education, followed by the

U.S.A. The need for the inclusion of these individuals into modern societies as equal members of them requires the

acceleration of this integration world-wide. It seems that the rapid development of technology and artificial intelligence can

help in this direction, through the development of more and more autonomous and intelligent social robots (table 1).



Figure 1. Percentage of studies per country.

In addition, another evidence that proves the high degree of integration of social robots in special education is the wide

variety of impairments (Figure 2) of children who participated in interaction sessions with social robots. Although most of

the publications are about groups of people with ASD, which was to be expected, the variety of different impairments that

have been the subject of a study of the application of social robots is surprising. In all these cases, and although most

studies have yielded encouraging results, it is a common finding that this road is very long.

Figure 2. Number of applications of robots on different kind of impairments

Regarding the third question to be investigated, about the suitability of social robots in specific impairments, based on the

analysis that was carried out, it appears that specific characteristics of robots are very useful for specific impairments. For

example, the NAO robot, which is the most equipped robot of all, is preferred for educating children with ASD, which are

cases that are more complex. In addition, in children with hearing problems, robots with five fingers are suggested for the

teaching of sign language, e.g., Robovie R3, or InMoov. Apart from the type of impairment, another factor that determines

the suitability of a robot is the age of the children involved. Thus, for young children, pet-like robots (Parot, Aibo, Pleo,

etc.) prove to be more suitable due to their more playful appearance. However, a targeted study is required to identify the

desired technical characteristics of the robots for each impairment, in order to select the most suitable robot in each case.

It is worth mentioning that most robots on the market have been developed mainly for the education, entertainment and

companionship of the children of typical education who are the largest population and not for the children of special

education. Therefore, the design of robots aimed at children in special education is an unexplored field, in the direction of

which more efforts are expected in the near future.

As far as the intelligence level of the social robots involving in special education is concerned, it is deduced that it does

not differ from that of the typical education. Usually, the scientists follow the path taken by the pioneer Marvin Minsky ,[102]



based on which several small and less intelligent parts build intelligence. In this context, face detection, face recognition,

speech recognition, emotional recognition, visual behavioral analysis, visual tracking, etc. algorithms  are used to build

intelligence in social robots that enable them to interact with children more naturally. However, it is worth mentioning that

the needs for intelligent interaction of the robot with children in special education are particularly high, due to the particular

behavior of children, e.g., in the expression of emotions. Therefore, the design of intelligent algorithms and/or the

adaptation of existing algorithms to the specifics of each category of impairments is considered of paramount importance.

Although all the research papers studied in this work have reached positive conclusions about the use of social robots, in

most cases, the authors have reported the challenges (Table 3) that need to be addressed in the future, because of the

weaknesses of their methodologies. In conclusion, one could say that the biggest challenge that researchers have to deal

with is conducting a large-scale study of the effect of social robots on special education, with large groups of children. It is

worth mentioning that out of the total number of publications, the number of participants was 11.29 on average, while only

six studies involved more than 20 children, with the study in  showing the highest number of participants equal to 74.

At the same time, there is reduced participation in the researches of females, since, on average, 2.69 females participate

in the sessions compared to 8.5 males, while in 10% of cases no girls participated at all. The small number of participants

in combination with the lack of a control group are often factors that reduce the statistical accuracy of the studies and the

reliability of their results. In addition, due attention has not yet been paid to the long-term effect of social robots on special

education, through follow-up sessions, to study the maturation factor of the effects that children have on their interaction

with social robots.

Finally, another area of significant challenges is the study of the intervention methodologies proposed in the various

works. In this field, there is an inconsistency between the methodologies for developing intervention scenarios, resulting in

not very convincing conclusions. Future work should be directed to compare the proposed intervention methods and

interaction scenarios so that the conclusions drawn are more reliable.

4. Conclusions

In this work, the research activity of the period 2008 to 2020 regarding the application of social robots in special education

was presented systematically. The study focused on four distinct directions: (1) the investigation of the degree of

integration of social robots in the training of special education individuals, (2) the assessment of the scope of application

of social robots in different impairments, (3) the search for different types of social robots and their appropriateness by

category of impairments and (4) the emergence of challenges that need to be addressed in order for social robots to make

a significant contribution to the social integration of people with impairments.

The present study quantified the satisfactory degree of integration of social robots in special education as well as the wide

range of applications of social robots in a variety of impairments. A large number of different social robots used in special

education were also identified, but it was found that most of them were not designed for the specific needs of special

education individuals. The challenges highlighted through this study are mainly focused on the small size of the groups of

children participating in the sessions, the low participation rate of girls, the lack of control group and follow up sessions,

and the finding that the design of intervention scenarios should be executed with clear objectives so that the interpretation

of the results leads to safe conclusions. This set of challenges should be the subject of future research in this field,

towards the use of existing knowledge for the more effective integration of social robots in special education.
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